FERTILISERS - SPREADERS
Spreader Setting Guidelines

These recommended spreader settings are given for a walking speed of approx. 5km/hr. These
settings are for guidance only. Exact rates, using settings below, cannot be guaranteed - rates depend
on the spreader itself and accuracy of the operator. Calibrate the spreader at regular intervals,
including efective spreading width.

Rotary Spreader Settings for AccuPro 2000, SR 2000

Single pass at Full Rate

Recommended walking
pattern for drop and
handheld spreaders
Optimum distribution at
half rate and double pass

Note: Detailed Full and Half Rate Spreader Settings available on request.
Please ask for listing of spare parts on our Spreaders.
ICL Comprehensive Fertiliser, Turf and Amenity Plant Protection Product Guide with Spreader.
Calibration Chart available on request. Tel: 01 8437808 (press 1 for Sales Team).
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FERTILISERS - SPREADERS
Scotts Spreaders

AccuPro 2000 Rotary Spreader

code

SPRE12

Large turf saver pneumatic wheels for an easier push. Durable frame.
Patented helical cone for a uniform, consistent spread pattern.
Lift handle in the front and back for easier loading and unloading.

SR 2000 Rotary Spreader

code

SPRE20

New and improved larger diameter, stainless steel frame for increased durability.
Positive on-of delector provides efective product delivery control.
Standard port shut of control for greater application eiciency.

SS2 Drop Spreader

code

SPRE15

Stainless Steel frame, hopper and fasteners provide outstanding durability
and corrosion resistance. Large turf saver pneumatic wheels for easier
operator use. Extended ergonomic durable handle.

HandyGreen II Spreader

code

SPRE37

A hand held spreader that dispenses fertilisers as you turn the handle.
Comfortable to hold and easy to use. Suitable for small to medium lawns.

EvenGreen Drop Spreader

code

SPRE30

The EvenGreen is a drop spreader on wheels with variable settings that
allows for precision in application of lawn food or grass seed.
Especially designed for use with ICL fertilisers.
Suits all lawn sizes, especially larger lawns.

Spyker Spreader P20-5010

code

SPRE04

This versatile lawn spreader is ideal both for homeowners and professionals,
perfect for fertiliser, grass seed, ice melt and more. The Spyker settings allow
operators to accurately calibrate for the speciic type of material being applied.
It rolls easily and maintains constant ground contact, driving the spinner consistently
via the fully enclosed gearbox, which delivers a more uniform spread pattern.
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